
I
n 1969, astronauts Edwin 
Eugene (“Buzz”) Aldrin and Neil
Armstrong bounced along the
moon’s dusty surface wearing the
toughest work gear in the solar sys-

tem. Moon suits were beautiful cocoons
of high-tech polymers, convoluted joints,
rubber, and fiberglass; 25 layers thick, re-
silient enough to shrug o≠ hurtling mi-
crometeoroids and insulate against the
deep freeze of space. Not long after
Aldrin and Armstrong returned, their
suits landed in the National Air and
Space Museum in Washington, D.C. But
as throngs of visitors queued up to peek
at these artifacts from the final frontier,
curators were puzzled as the sturdy suits
slowly fell apart. Recently, preservation
specialists shouted for the help of Ralph
Mitchell, McKay professor of applied bi-
ology. He reached an unexpected conclu-
sion: people may be the one thing space
suits can’t handle.

People? Yes, Mitchell explains, because
visitors provide fertilizer for bacteria liv-
ing in and on the space suits. When hu-
mans exhale, they spray moisture into the
air. Give microbes moisture, mix in a few
other nutrients, and they thrive, gurgling
out waste products like sulfuric acid.
These acids corrode and discolor stone,
metals, plastics, and cloth and threaten
many objects that symbolize our collec-
tive history and memory, from the Statue
of Liberty to cli≠ dwellings at Mesa
Verde to Abraham Lincoln’s letters. 

“It turns out that all cultural heritage

materials are susceptible,
whether we’re talking about
paper going moldy or a museum
artifact that’s exposed to mois-
ture,” says Mitchell. “The ques-
tion is, can we preserve them for 
posterity while still allowing them 
to be visited?”

Microbes, or “bugs” as Mitchell calls
them, live on nearly every surface—
human teeth, computer keyboards, sewer
pipes—in glazes called biofilms. Well-fed
biofilms can morph into a destructive
carnival of organisms, often containing
several types of microbes and fungi.
Mitchell and his researchers, postdoc-
toral fellow Chris McNamara and Cress
Foundation conservator-intern Margaret
Bruecker, are studying the processes of
microbial degradation and looking for
ways to control it.

Basic tenets of microbiology provide a
simple equation: (biofilm + high humidity
+ high temperature + food) = (microbial
explosion + acids). Since most materials
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The expanding Harvard universe

Jim Irwin’s Apollo 15 space suit, above, 
complete with lunar dust, and a detail (above
left) showing fungus in the foreground living
on three greatly enlarged strands of fabric
from the space suit.
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are biodegradable, acids can eat them
away. And human beings, says Mitchell,
are increasingly bringing more food to the
party. “There are two factors that are caus-
ing huge problems for cultural heritage
materials: air pollution and tourism. We
tend to think of tourism as being strictly
physical. But think about the tombs in
Egypt that were opened, or the caves in
France.” As soon as you let people in, he
says, you provide the bugs, the moisture,
and pollutants like hydrocarbons.

Hydrocarbons from tour buses, cars,
and industry could be a bug’s best friend,
Mitchell explains. As hydrocarbons settle
out of the air or “sorb” onto surfaces, mi-
crobes feast, fatten, and reproduce. With
more buses belching out clouds of hydro-
carbons each year near sites like Chichén
Itzá, the Taj Mahal, or historic sections of
Beijing, the forecast for outdoor monu-
ments is murky.

However, Mitchell hopes to add shots of
hard, helpful science to the art of preserva-
tion. Two years ago, he and Ralph Mueller,
then a Harvard Medical School professor,
first used CAT-scan technology to peer
deep into microbe-ridden stone and stake
out biofilms at work. Now scientists can
explore microbial processes without de-
stroying stone. Apart from hustling to save
space suits, Mitchell, under a grant from
the National Park Service, is studying how
microbes use air pollutants, and how this

relationship a≠ects stone structures. His
lab is also experimenting with consoli-
dants—glue-like polymers injected into
stones to keep them from crumbling. Con-
solidants that can resist microbial activity
will be important preservation tools, espe-
cially in hot, humid environments.

Sometimes, Mitchell says, blocking mi-
crobial growth simply means reducing
humidity and lowering temperature.
Sounds fine for museum-bound space
suits, but what about outdoor sites? Plop
a couple hundred air conditioners beside
the Sphinx, or close it o≠ completely?
“With the large outdoor sites, controlling
tourism is important,” says Mitchell.
“You don’t have to close them, you just
have to be careful.”

For example, to stem the damage mois-
ture-spewing tourists were causing to pre-
historic paintings at the Lascaux caverns,

French authorities
sealed it—and
built a visitor-
friendly replica of
the cave’s haunt-
ing galleries. A
similar project is
rumbling forward
to protect caves in
Spain. Some mon-
ument managers,
like those at
Stonehenge, even
keep tourists
roped away at a
safe—for the 

stones, that is—distance.
Mitchell’s research raises a hefty ques-

tion: How far will Americans go to pre-
serve their cultural heritage? Reducing
tourist hordes and detouring bus caravans
away from monuments can provide partial
remedies for mushrooming hydrocarbon
clouds. But saving artifacts in the United
States may require a new national per-
spective on history. “This country hasn’t
really come to terms with the fact that it
does have a cultural heritage that’s part of
our environment—as much as wetlands,
rivers, and lakes,” Mitchell says. “The U.S.
has been in a sort of amnesia about its his-
tory, and it shouldn’t be. There is a rich
historic memory here, and you don’t want
to see it chewed up.”                  �neil shea

ralph mitchell e-mail address:

mitchell@deas.harvard.edu

S
hortly after the Oklahoma City
bombing in 1995, federal agents
began a search for two men seen
renting the van used in the attack.
One of those men, Timothy

McVeigh, was recently executed. The
other man exists only as proof of the falli-
bility of human memory. To professor of
psychology Daniel L. Schacter, the case of
“John Doe 2” represents the classic mem-

ory error of misattribution—when someone
assigns a real memory to the wrong
source.

Agents eventually decided that “John
Doe 2” was an innocent man who, accom-
panied by a friend vaguely resembling
McVeigh, had rented a vehicle one day
after the bomber. An eyewitness con-
flated two encounters into one. A∞rming
just how unreliable eyewitness testimony

S Y N A P T I C  S L I P P A G E

Zigzag Memory Lane

Left, above: A section of the Maya Pyra-
mid of the Magician at Uxmal in the 
Yucatan shows microorganisms growing on 
its stones. Right, above: A magnified detail 
of a microorganism on the stone surface.
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Vaccine for Tooth Decay

F
or most of the twentieth century, the only way
dentists could treat cavities was to “drill and fill.” But
what if cavities never formed to begin with, thanks to a
vaccine painlessly squirted into the nostrils in the first

few years of a child’s life?
Harvard Medical School faculty members working at the

Forsyth Institute in Boston, an independent research and edu-
cational organization focused on oral and craniofacial science,
have discovered the basis for a vaccine that could someday
end tooth decay in children. Professor of oral biology Martin
Taubman, who heads Forsyth’s immunology department, and
associate clinical professor of oral biology and pathophysiolo-
gy Daniel Smith, a senior member of the Forsyth immunology
department, say their vaccine could prevent decay-causing
bacteria from gaining a foothold in the mouth.

Although it has been common knowledge among
dental scientists since the 1950s, most people are
still startled to learn that tooth decay is merely a
symptom of a chronic infectious disease called den-
tal caries (Latin for “rot”).The germs that cause
caries, a group of bacteria called the mutans strep-
tococci, amass in significant numbers in the pres-
ence of sugar—sucrose, specifically. As mutans
break down sugar, they manufacture lactic acid,
which strips away tooth enamel and eventually pro-
duces cavities.

Rotting teeth are now nearly epidemic around
the world, caused in part by the spread of sugary
Western foods, including infant formula. In China,
75 percent of five-year-olds have tooth decay.
And in the United States, dental caries affects per-
manent teeth in almost half of all children
between the ages of five and 17, most of them
poor. Lacking the money to drill and fill, poor chil-
dren are more likely to see their cavities progress to excru-
ciating tooth infections and to have decaying teeth extracted
rather than undergo costly treatments like root canals or
crowns.

The Forsyth team aims to pull the rug out from under the
cavity-causing mutans germs by making it impossible for them
to stick to teeth to begin with. Like other active vaccines,
theirs works by introducing a foreign substance, called an anti-
gen, into the body. Antigens trigger the immune system to
produce antibodies, which attack the antigens and stay in the
system indefinitely, providing long-term immunity.

The new caries vaccine uses an antigen called glucosyltrans-
ferase, or GTF—an enzyme that allows decay-causing bacteria
to accumulate on teeth and,Taubman says, arouses a greater

immune response than other previously tested antigens. By
stimulating immunity to the enzyme, the vaccine makes it
impossible for the decay-producing microorganisms to cling to
the teeth.

Unlike many vaccines that work through the bloodstream,
this one triggers immunity in saliva and mucous tissues—
hence it could be squirted or swabbed into the nostrils.The
researchers believe the best way to provide long-term protec-
tion against caries is to vaccinate children at about the age of
one, after baby teeth have begun to emerge, but before the
mutans bacteria have started to amass in destructive numbers.
At this age,Taubman explains, children’s immune systems are
developed enough to produce the needed antibodies. (Once the
bacteria have begun to build up, usually when a child is between
18 and 36 months of age, antibodies still form, but are powerless
to interfere with mutans streptococci that have already estab-
lished themselves on teeth; in high-sucrose conditions, these bac-
teria can still cause decay.) Since antibodies remain in the saliva—
and can be “boosted”—they could conceivably provide lifelong
immunity, although this has yet to be proven.

That is the next step: human clinical trials.Taubman and
Smith have successfully tested the new vaccine on rats
(which, like humans, love to gobble sweets) and also showed
positive effects and safety with an orally administered form of
the vaccine tested 10 years ago in a Phase I trial involving
young men.The researchers are now seeking to partner with
institutions that could provide the initial financial support
(perhaps $400,000 to $500,000,Taubman estimates) and/or
research facilities to help make enough vaccine to test in
wider controlled studies.

Alternatively, we could simply give up our love affair with
sugar. � Jane Roy Brown

martin taubman e-mail address: Mtaubman@forsyth.org

C A R I E S  N AT I O N
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can be, a recent study analyzing 40 cases
of wrongful imprisonment found that
mistaken eyewitness identifications had,
in part, implicated 90 percent of these in-
nocent people.

And misattribution is just one
of seven potential memory mis-
takes we all can make, according
to Schacter’s recent book, The
Seven Sins of Memory. His litany of
memory problems may shake
one’s faith in the ability to re-
member anything correctly, but
that’s not the message he hopes
to send. “This should make you
just a bit humble about your
memory,” he says. “You have to
be aware of its vulnerabilities.”

To write the book, Schacter,
who has studied the mysteries of
memory for more than two
decades, culled the literature,
drawing on both experimental
psychology and neuroscience to provide
“a new framework or a new way of look-
ing at memory errors.” Although re-
searchers have tried to unravel how mem-
ory works, they have paid less attention
to how it fails. Understanding memory’s
slip-ups, says Schacter, may shed light on

its successes. So he divvied up the mem-
ory mistakes into seven categories, as in
the classic septet of deadly sins.

Some of the “sins” are common and in-
nocuous enough—a word or name sits on

the tip of your tongue (blocking), you for-
get where you put your keys (absent-
mindedness), or an annoying jingle dances
in your head (persistence). Sometimes the
details of a recent news story fade (tran-
sience), or we downgrade our recollec-
tions of a job we left for a better-paying

post (bias). Other “sins” can have serious
consequences, like suggestibility, in which
an external source purposely or inadver-
tently plants a memory in someone’s
mind. Schacter identifies this phenome-

non in cases where a therapist sug-
gests to a patient past emotional or
sexual abuse that never occurred.

In his own work, Schacter is ex-
ploring how and why misattribution
occurs. In addition, he’s interested in
how people of di≠erent ages experi-
ence memory errors, and whether cer-
tain mistakes become more or less
common with age. As research fo-
cuses more on errors of memory,
Schacter concedes that the “seven
sins” analogy may prove incorrect;
two of his sins may collapse into one,
or an eighth mistake may arise. But
the central message will not lose its
relevance, he says: “Memory is more
or less reliable. We wouldn’t exist if

memory was completely wrong. The
book isn’t an indictment of memory, but
an acknowledgment of its limitations.”

�shari rudavsky

daniel schacter e-mail address:

dls@wjh.harvard.edu
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T
he darkest recesses of our 
refrigerators can harbor ghastly
things: spoiled milk, moldy bread,
putrid fruit. When their odors
o≠end, we grimace, then

throw them out. But what if that
fetid banana is art? What if the
hallmarks of its decay—insects,
mildew, rot—comprise its inten-
tionally changing aesthetic?

Traditionally, art conserva-
tors strove to keep their prized
paintings looking new. But
today’s conservators sometimes
treat works made of perishable,
even edible, materials. This art
is supposed to change over time,

and stalling this process may contradict
an artist’s intentions. Determining those
intentions has become a priority for con-
servators, who must balance them against

the long-term interests of museums that
have paid millions of dollars for single
works. To avoid misinterpretation—and
perhaps seek a compromise between
preservation and decay—conservators
now address artists directly.

At the Harvard University Art Muse-
ums’ new Center for the Technical Study
of Modern Art, founding director Carol
Mancusi-Ungaro oversees the Artist Doc-

umentation Project, an ambitious en-
terprise to gather information from
modern artists in order to preserve
their works properly in the future.
(The center is a partnership with
New York’s Whitney Museum of
American Art, where Mancusi-Un-
garo is director of conservation.) She
has already interviewed 13 artists, in-
cluding Jasper Johns and Cy

F R E S H N E S S - D A T E D  F R E S C O E S

Impermanent Art

Artist Sonja Alhäuser works on casting a
chocolate-and-popcorn pedestal for her
edible scupltures.
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Twombly, about their methods, intentions,
and motives for specific works. In addi-
tion, she plans to have the project collect
samples of artists’ materials and paints,
photographs of their studios, and frag-
ments of their discarded or destroyed
works. Such an archive could prove invalu-
able to conservators who will be able to
test restoration techniques and study
paint’s chemical composition without
harming the original work. 

The project is particularly important in
the case of artists who use nontraditional
materials, such as chocolate, or unique
concoctions of paint. Rabbit-skin glue,
cigarette butts, and sand now cover some
canvases; Jackson Pollock used industrial
paints and Mark Rothko employed egg. If
conservators remain ignorant of a mix-
ture’s ingredients, as well as of an artist’s
philosophical motives, they risk making
uninformed choices that can cause ir-
reparable damage. (Many experts, for ex-
ample, believe Michelangelo would disap-
prove of the bright colors used in the
recent Sistine Chapel restoration.) “Mod-

ern artists began using materials that
were not customary or codified,” Man-
cusi-Ungaro says. As the works age,
“we have no place to go for technical
information. We have to make edu-
cated guesses.”

Mancusi-Ungaro’s one-on-one in-
terviews with artists, videotaped in
front of their work, involve casual,
open-ended conversations rather than laun-
dry lists of paints. “I ask no specific ques-
tions, but just try to get some sense of who
this person is,” she explains. “What did he
try to achieve by using this material?”

Dieter Roth, for example, chose to use
organic materials to explore the visibility
of time. He welcomed the inevitable de-
composition of his works, such as a salami
slice depicting a sunset. This year, Har-
vard’s Busch-Reisinger Museum acquired
Roth’s rabbit sculpture, Shit Hare, made of
dirt, hay, and rabbit feces. Mancusi-Ungaro
is not sure how the piece will be preserved.

One way for artists to guarantee the in-
tegrity of their works is simply to forbid
intervention. Sculptor Sonja Alhäuser,

whose creations include
gingerbread sculptures
and boxes of pralines, has
given conservators strict
instructions: no heroic
measures. Change—visi-
ble and biological—is in-
tegral to the meaning of
Alhäuser’s work. She be-
lieves art should stimulate
all the senses, particularly
smell and taste; this sen-
sory interaction between
viewer and sculpture is
the art. Recently, the
Busch-Reisinger commis-
sioned her to create three
chocolate sculptures. The
four-foot high, box-like
structures are intended to
decay, as well as to be
eaten, by museumgoers.
The gallery in which
they’re displayed smells
sweetly delectable, and
bits of chocolate dropped
by spectators hungry for
art litter the floor.

But artists with such

radical views are rare. Most want their
works to endure, yet expect the natural
e≠ects of aging. “All art changes,” Man-
cusi-Ungaro says. “It’s just hard for us to
accept it if we knew it when it was new.”

Harder still for those institutions with
significant investments in perishable
works. Mancusi-Ungaro admits the chal-
lenge of pleasing both artist and museum.
“We won’t necessarily do exactly what the
artist wants,” she says. “Museums want to
preserve the piece in the state in which it
entered.” But she encourages a shift away
from heavy-handed conservation, which—
as in the case of the Sistine Chapel—may
result in works that no longer resemble
the original. And she applauds e≠orts,
such as Alhäuser’s, to challenge the status
quo. “Museums enshroud objects with a
sense of immortality. But nothing is time-
less. We need to establish an acceptance 
of aging.” �catherine dupree

carol mancusi-ungaro e-mail address:

mancusi@fas.harvard.edu
harvard university art museums website:

www.artmuseums.harvard.edu
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Perishable art by German sculptor Dieter
Roth: (above) Chocolate Lion (self portrait
as a lion), chocolate, 1971, and (below, left)
Small Sunset, sausage on blue and white
paper in plastic sleeve, 1972.
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